**TRAIN ROUTE:** 1,330yen (one way total for an adult), 970yen(JR) + 360yen(KEIKYU)

2hr. 20min. trip (approx. total including walking/waiting)

🌟 All track numbers are subject to change - Please follow electric signs in stations for the latest information.

Transfer to KEIKYU LINE (follow the signs), and purchase the ticket for the line from vending machine.

**GRAPHICAL CHART:**

- **YOKOTA AB ↔ YOKOSUKA NAVAL BASE**
- **970 yen** (adult) / **490 yen** (child)
- JR (Japan Railways)
- HACHIOJI LINE
- YOKOHAMA LINE
- HIGASHI-KANAGAWA
- KEIHIN-TOHOKU LINE

**JR YOKOHAMA LINE TIPS**

Both the "local" and **快速特急** can be taken.

**YOKOHAMA (KEIKYU)**

23-30 min. (by "KAITOKU") 19 stops / 38-45 min. (by Local)

- **YOKOSUKA NAVAL BASE**

**KEIKYU LINE INFORMATION**

All of these stop at YOKOSUKA-CHUO station.

"KAITOKU" (the Limited Express) **RECOMMENDED**

"TOKKYU" (the Limited Express) the Express

Local

**Exception:** Some signs have no color on the back of JR characters depending on the type of trains.

- YOKOHAMA (HONSEI) LINE
- YOKOSUKA-CHUO LINE

Question about JR trains? Call **JR EASY INFO LINE at 050-2016-1603**